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Islam introduced new principles which, though originally preached

in the towns, were equally imposed on the Bedouins when they were

converted to the new faith. It was indeed not an easy task for Prophet

Muhammad (Peace be upon him) to enforce on Bedouins the duty of

respect for others' rights and live peaceably, while relinquishing

traditions of ignorance (jahiliya) such as bloodshed and robbery. In the

prevailing circumstances, the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him)

deemed it necessary to incorporate civil legislation in the religious

tenets of Islam in order to protect the essential rights of man through

religious sanctions. Al-Qur' n, the source of early prophetic legislation,ā

was not only a divine revelation of Allah Almighty for guidance to

human beings but was also an event where human situation was of the

need of this revealed guidance.

In managing the affairs of the city of Madīna, the Prophet Muhammad

(Peace be upon him) established the basic rules of inter-cultural,

interfaith and inter-ethnic coexistence through Mīthāq-e-Madīna

which is treated by many scholars as the $irst written constitution of

the world. After the arrival of the Prophet (Peace be upon him) to

Madīna, his dialogue with the Jews of the city and other tribes of

Madīna resulted in an agreement of Muslims with them named Mīthāq

e Madīna. One clause of the Mīthāq protected the religious liberty of the

parties while stating for Muslims their religion and for Jews their

religion. The clauses of this civil contract forced the partners to

maintain the system of rights and duties in the territorial boundaries of

this $irst Islamic society. Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him)

legislated on the bases of justice, equality and tolerance for a multi-

religious society through this Mīthāq which recognized Jews as part of

Ummah. This new constitution of the Islamic state brought

revolutionary changes and offered the opportunity of seeking justice

from a central public institution instead of arbitrary decisions. During

the prophetic period new legislation was introduced from time to time

for protection and defending the rights of the people particularly the

weak segments of the society such as women, children and slaves. The

nature of this legislation is treated as $irm constitutional foundation in

Islamic thought. Many of these foundational instructions were

incorporated in the farewell sermon of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace
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be upon him). The rights and obligations mentioned in this important

historical sermon are much cited by scholars as the demonstration of

ethical orientation of Islam related to protection of human rights.

Along with constitutional legislation the Prophet (Peace be upon him)

introduced many institutions in the $irst Muslim society such as

mosque, s , , , revenue, zakāt collectionafārah kitābah, bayt al− Māl Shurā

system, and . Institutions such as mosque were not only religiousqadā

but also served for the administrative and social needs of the society.

Social institutions such as and management of wars andmuwākhāt

establishment of peace through peace treaties were also foundations

on which later on constitutionalism and institutionalism evolved in

Muslim societies.

The Prophet's (Peace be upon him) immediate successors, in spite of
governance challenges due to the unexpected expansion of the state,
never forgot to keep the sense of human respect alive on the footsteps
of the Prophet (Peace be upon him). Therefore not only the system of
rights and obligations was kept in place but new institutions were also
introduced. The most important institutions that were established
after the Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) were ,Khilāfah
Shurā, collection of taxes and compilation of the Qur'ān. After the
period of Abu Bakr (RA) the most important revolutionary
construction of the institutions was seen during the period of Umar ibn
al-Khattab (RA). He not only re$ined the traditional Arabic Institutions
but also added new institutions that were prevailing in other
civilizations. Institution of , institution of post, institution ofDiwan
wizārah, judiciary, defense, jails, institution of social welfare and
accountability of government of$icers were introduced in this period.

During the era when Islamic civilization was on the rise, the
establishment of institutions was a permanent feature of Islamic
civilization. Along with the downfall of Islamic civilization the
construction and reconstruction of state institutions in Islamic
civilization was also halted. Stagnation, ethnic and sectarian divide
adversely affected the development of institutions in the Muslim
society. At the beginning of the eighteenth century Muslim countries
became weak and by the mid-nineteenth century majority of Muslim
lands started to be colonized and this one-century history of colonial
period $inally reached to its peak in 1930s when no Muslim country



other than Turkey and Afghanistan remained independent. During the
colonial period the colonial powers either abolished Islamic
institutions or made them ineffective. The colonial powers introduced
new institutions in the Muslim colonies for the purpose of protection of
their own bene$its. In post-colonial period it was expected that Muslim
countries would introduce constitutionalism and reconstruction of
state institutions in the Muslim societies but it did not happen. Pakistan
was successful in introducing Islamic Constitution but due to various
interruptions the tradition of legal government, democracy and
institutionalism became weak.

In contemporary times and rapidly changing global world order there

exist diverse and multiple view points about the Constitution of Islamic

state and the status of constitutional institutions. Hence, it requires an

in-depth study of all the issues involved around this problem. It is the

need of the time that the scholars and intellectuals from all walks of life

ponder and re$lect upon the problems faced by Muslim countries due to

ever changing global world order and further analyze the concepts of

Constitutionalism and the reconstruction of state institutions as a

solution to these problems. Recognizing the importance of the issue,

Department of Islamic Studies and Islamic Research Center, Bahauddin

Zakariya University, Multan are organizing this conference in

collaboration with Islamic Research Institute, International Islamic

University, Islamabad and Punjab Higher Education Commission.

OBJECTIVES OF THE CONFERENCE

The primary objective of holding this two-day International

conference is to provide viable answers to the challenges faced by the

Muslim societies particularly the Islamic Republic of Pakistan in

advancing constitutionlism and rebuilding of state institutions. This

international conference will strive to contribute in reconstruction of

state institutions in Islamic countries particularly in Pakistan through

suggesting a re$ined and forward-looking pathway, in the light of

Islamic thought for sustainable and comprehensive development in all

walks of human life. The conference is aimed at studying, analyzing

and responding to the contemporary challenges faced by Muslim

states concerning their constitutional status and reconstruction of

institutions. The focus of the conference is constitutionalism in the

light of Islamic thought. Speci$ically, the conference aims:



1- To study the concept of constitutionalism and statehood in

Islamic thought;

2- To trace the history of constitutional Islamic state with special

reference to the Constitution of Madina (Mīthāq-e Madīnah);

3- To analyze the compatibility of an Islamic state with modern

nation state and study the effectiveness of Islamic constitutions

in the nation states era;

4- To elaborate upon the organs or institutions of an Islamic state

in the light of Islamic principles ;

5- To guide towards reconstruction of state institutions in an

Islamic perspective that also responds to the contemporary

global world order.

THEMES OF THE CONFERENCE

CONSTITUTIONALISM IN AN ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE

1. Constitutional status of the state in Islamic thought

2. Drafting of the constitution in an Islamic perspective

3. Law of constitutionalism in an Islamic perspective

4. Islamic foundations of a modern constitution

5. Nation state and an Islamic concept of state

6. Methodology and principles of legislation in modern state

7. Islamic concept of welfare state in the contemporary world

8. Democracy, democratic system, parliamentary system and

presidential system in the light of Islamic thought

9. Role of religion in the modern state

10. Role of Islam in the public square

11.   The rearticulation of Islamic law in a modern state

12.   The effects of 9/11 on the contemporary Islamic thought

regarding state and society



1.   Concept of state institutions in Islamic thought

2.   Evolution of state institutions in Islamic tradition

3.   Objectives of state institutions in an Islamic perspective

4.   Reconstruction of fundamental state institutions in an Islamic

perspective

5.   Boundaries and limits of fundamental state institutions in an

Islamic perspective

6.   Functions of state institutions in an Islamic perspective

7. Role of state institutions in the social welfare, sustainable

development and protection of Human Rights

8.   Institutional cooperation and collaboration in the process of

reconstruction of a state and society

9.   Foreign and monetary policies of a modern Islamic state in

contemporary context

10. Role of Parliament in the reconstruction of a state and a society

11.  Reconstruction of Judiciary and Judicial System in modern

Muslim states and societies

12.  Role of administration in the reconstruction of state institutions

13.  Role of public opinion in the reconstruction of state

14.  Role of religious pluralism in a modern Islamic state

CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES TO MUSLIM STATES
AND SOCIETIES

1.   Deviated Muslim narratives of thought (suicide bombing, public

killing,  tak$īr)

2.   Intellectual foundations of radicalization and militarization

(Islamic / Muslim Groups)

3.   Sectarianism and jurisprudential fundamentalism

4.   Secular fundamentalism and atheist fundamentalism

5.   Global agendas /anti-Muslim agendas of non-Muslim powers

6.   Viewpoints of  the privileged segments of society (Landlords,

Capitalists, Bureaucracy)

7.   Fragile intellectual, economic and technological conditions of

Muslim societies

8.   Corruption in the system and weakness of institutions

9.   Challenges to Non-Muslim minorities in Muslim societies.

10. The role of women in the reconstruction of state institutions

and  in Muslim society

RECONSTRUCTION OF STATE INSTITUTIONS IN AN
ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE
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The Call for Papers of the Conference is open for all researchers,
academicians, policy makers, religious leaders and opinion leaders.
However, due to the highly important nature of the conference only
the authors of the articles, approved for presentation after double
blind peer review, will be invited to present their papers in the
conference. The selected paper presenters/contributors will be
provided boarding and lodging facilities for the conference.

WHO CAN CONTRIBUTE IN THE CONFERENCE

The papers accepted for presenting in the conference after double
blind peer review will be initially published in HEC recognized
Pakistan Journal of Islamic Research, Bahauddin Zakariya University,
Multan. The same will be included in thematic volume that will be
published later on by Islamic Research Institute, IIUI. Hence the
contribution in the conference will be academically very useful and
valuable.
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